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Chapter 3. Dark Matter

Figure 3.1: Evolution of the co-
moving number density and freeze-

out in the early universe. [45]

H0 = 100h km s�1 Mpc�1:

⌦Xh2
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The number of relativistic degrees of freedom at freeze-out is given by g⇤
F
, MP l is the Planck

mass. To estimate the relic density within this approximation one thus has to calculate the

annihilation cross section and extract the mass-dependent parameters a and b, which allows to

derive xF . In an order-of-magnitude estimation equation (3.16) can be re-written as

⌦Xh2
⇡

3 ⇥ 10�27 cm3 s�1

h�vi
, (3.17)

from which it can be readily seen that the present abundance of the species X is determined

by the annihilation cross section at the time of freeze-out. In particular, for larger annihilation

cross section, the relic density is smaller, as a larger fraction of X could annihilate. Analogously,

a small annihilation cross section results in a larger relic abundance. This is also illustrated in

figure 3.1, in this version taken from [45], which shows the evolution of the comoving number

density2 as a function of x. The number density decreases exponentially with increasing x, until

the interaction rate becomes too small and the component freezes out, i.e. the comoving number

density does not change any more. This happens the earlier, the lower the annihilation cross

section is, which is sometimes referred to as the ‘survival of the weak’.

It has to be kept in mind that the above relations were derived under certain simplifying

assumptions that are not valid generally. The relic density can be changed significantly with

respect to the result obtained in the standard calculation by the presence of a scalar field in the

early universe, as shown in [46]. There are three other cases in which the treatment outlined

above does not hold, which are detailed in [47]: There could be resonant enhancement, the relic

particle could be close to a mass threshold, allowing for additional annihilation or there could

be coannihilations, when there is another species which shares a quantum number with species

X and has a similar mass.
2Since the universe is expanding, the density has to be considered w.r.t. to the ‘expanding volume’.
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How to realise LDM 

3

if WIMPs ‘too light’ (mχ< few GeV ) 
• annihilation into SM inefficient  

• overproduction of DM 
• Lee-Weinberg-bound

introduce new, light mediator 
• additional annihilation channel 

• correct relic abundance 
• if heavier than 2mX : invisible decay 

into DM dominates

representative benchmark model: Dark Photon (A’) 
• vector mediator 
• kinetically mixes with photon (ε) 
• annihilation cross section
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 Four “minimal” LDM 
scenarios:

– Dirac fermion
– (Elastic) Complex Scalar

– Majorana (Inelastic)
 fermion

– (Inelastic) Complex Scalar

Landscape of Scenarios

The four minimal models all have a 
thermal DM parameter range of interest!
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What about MA′ > 2MDM?

Assume abundance of light dark 
matter with dark photon 
interaction is determined by 
thermal origins.

Can calculate minimum cross 
section allowed to avoid producing 
too much DM.

Defines a parameter space with 
clear targets for light DM searches.
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Current constraints

• Some assumptions are needed to plot constraints from 
missing mass/momentum/energy experiments

• We choose very conservative parameters: αD = 0.5 and mA/mχ = 3.
• These parameters lead to weak(est) constraints

For smaller values of αD or larger mass ratio, the constraints are weaker, while the 
targets are invariant.

clear experimental 
thermal targets
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Schedule and Budget

Anticipate 2 years to complete design + 2 years for construction

Phase I Run beginning in late 2021. Phase 2 two years later.

Details depend upon accelerator schedules.

LDMX Phase I+II costs are <$10M.

Funding in FY18 is critical to support engineering and technical design.

LDMX	Final	Design

Install

HiLum	Physics	Run

LDMX	Build

FY22 FY23FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20

LDMX	Prelim	Design

FY21 FY24

Eng.	
Run

1st	Physics	Run

LDMX	Upgrade

Complimentary Approaches

4

collider

DRAFT

name DSID � (AMI) [pb] Filt. E↵. k-fac. H.o. � [pb]
ttbar_hdamp258p75_nonallhad 410501 730.19 0.543 1.139 452.360
ttbar_hdamp258p75_dil 410503 730.19 0.10534 1.139 87.625

Table 15: tt̄ MC samples. The last column lists the higher order (H.o.) cross sections.

name DSID � (AMI) [pb] Filt. E↵. k-fac. H.o. � [pb]
singletop_tchan_lept_top 410011 43.739 1.0 1.00944237408 44.152
singletop_tchan_lept_antitop 410012 25.778 1.0 1.01931879898 26.276
Wt_inclusive_top 410013 34.009 1.0 1.054 35.845486
Wt_inclusive_antitop 410014 33.989 1.0 1.054 35.824406
Wt_dilepton_top 410015 3.5835 1.0 1.054 3.777009
Wt_dilepton_antitop 410016 3.5814 1.0 1.054 3.7747956
Wt_inclusive_top_HT500 407018 34.01 0.088461215 1.054 3.17102848195
Wt_inclusive_tbar_HT500 407020 33.99 0.088415243 1.054 3.16751675149
SingleTopSchan_noAllHad_top 410025 2.0517 1.0 1.00463518058 2.06121
SingleTopSchan_noAllHad_antitop 410026 1.2615 1.0 1.02153151011 1.288662

Table 16: Single top MC samples. The last column lists the higher order (H.o.) cross sections.
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Schedule and Budget

Anticipate 2 years to complete design + 2 years for construction

Phase I Run beginning in late 2021. Phase 2 two years later.

Details depend upon accelerator schedules.

LDMX Phase I+II costs are <$10M.

Funding in FY18 is critical to support engineering and technical design.

LDMX	Final	Design

Install

HiLum	Physics	Run

LDMX	Build

FY22 FY23FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20

LDMX	Prelim	Design

FY21 FY24

Eng.	
Run

1st	Physics	Run

LDMX	Upgrade

Fixed Target Experiment

5

kinematics very different from SM bremsstrahlung 
• large missing (transverse) momentum

Nucleus
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Dark 
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FIG. 5: Top: Electron energy (left) and pT (right) spectra for DM pair radiation process, at various dark
matter masses. Bottom Left: Selection efficiency for energy cut Ee < Ecut, as a function of Ecut, on
inclusive signal events, The nominal cut is Ecut = 0.3Ebeam.Bottom Right: Selection efficiency for pT cut
pT,e > pT,cut, as a function of pT,cut, on events with 50MeV < Ee < Ecut. In all panels, the numbers next
to each curve indicate A0 mass. Also included in each plot is the corresponding inclusive single electron
background distribution.
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Fixed Target Experiment

5

kinematics very different from SM bremsstrahlung 
• large missing (transverse) momentum
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FIG. 5: Top: Electron energy (left) and pT (right) spectra for DM pair radiation process, at various dark
matter masses. Bottom Left: Selection efficiency for energy cut Ee < Ecut, as a function of Ecut, on
inclusive signal events, The nominal cut is Ecut = 0.3Ebeam.Bottom Right: Selection efficiency for pT cut
pT,e > pT,cut, as a function of pT,cut, on events with 50MeV < Ee < Ecut. In all panels, the numbers next
to each curve indicate A0 mass. Also included in each plot is the corresponding inclusive single electron
background distribution.
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background distribution.
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~30cm<1m

Detector Design

6

extremely rare signal events —> need large statistics

detector requirements: 
• high-rate capabilities 
• radiation hard

goal: 1014 - 1016 EoT in few years

design paper new on arxiv! 
arxiv:1808.05219
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Tracking System

7

simplified copy of Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) of 
HPS experiment@JLab (visible Dark Photon search) 

• fast (2ns hit time resolution) 
• radiation hard 
• technology well understood
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the first four layers of the recoil tracker are identical to the layers of the tagging tracker and
share the same support and cooling structure, as shown in Figure 16. The key element of this

FIG. 16: An overview of the tracking systems and target inside the LDMX magnet.

upstream support structure is a vertically-oriented aluminum plate onto which the stereo modules
are mounted. To provide cooling, a copper tube through which coolant flows is pressed into a
machined groove in the plate. This support plate slides from the upstream end of the magnet into
precision kinematic mounts in a support box that is aligned and locked in place inside the magnet.
Another similar plate slides into the support box on the positron side of the chamber and hosts the
Front End Boards (FEBs) that distribute power and control signals from the DAQ and digitize raw
data from the modules for transfer to the external DAQ. The last two layers of the recoil tracker,
being much larger, are supported on another structure: a cooled support ring onto which the single-
sided, axial-only modules are mounted. This support ring is installed from the downstream end
of the chamber, engaging precision kinematic mounts in the support box for precise alignment
to the upstream stereo modules. The cooling lines for all three cooled structures—the upstream
and downstream tracker supports and the FEB support—are routed to a cooling manifold at the
upstream end of the magnet which, in turn, connects to a cooling feedthrough with dielectric
breaks on the outside of an environmental enclosure which shields the detector from light and RF
and maintains an environment of dry gas.

Overall, this design is similar to that of the HPS tracker, although with some important simpli-
fications. First, because the radiation dose in LDMX is modest, cooling is needed only to remove
heat from the readout electronics and not to keep the silicon itself cold. Therefore, cooling water
that is close to room temperature can be used and there are no significant issues of differential
thermal expansion to be concerned with. Second, the LDMX detector is in no danger from the
nominal beam, so it does not need to be remotely movable, in contrast to HPS. Finally and most
significantly, the LDMX detector does not need to operate inside the beam vacuum as is the case
for HPS, which greatly simplifies many elements of the design, the material selection, and the
construction techniques. Because the tracking systems are very similar to, but are a significant

~1m

tagger

recoil 

tracker

target
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includes the effect of intrinsic resolutions and multiple scattering in the tracker planes. Second,
full simulation is used to confirm these resolutions and understand reconstruction efficiencies and
susceptibility to background from both physics processes and mis-reconstruction effects.

For incoming 4 GeV electrons, the analytic model finds a longitudinal momentum resolution
of approximately 1%. The corresponding full simulation results show good general agreement, as
shown in Fig. 37. The transverse momentum resolutions are found to be 1.0 MeV and 1.4 MeV
in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, which are small compared to the 4 MeV
smearing in transverse momentum from multiple scattering in the 10%X0 target. Meanwhile, the
impact parameter resolution for 4 GeV electrons is expected to be approximately 7 µm (48 µm)
in the horizontal(vertical) direction. Again, the full simulation shows good general agreement, as
shown in Fig. 38. These results indicate that tight requirements can be made in both the energy
and trajectory at the target, which serve to reject off-momentum particles that could be present in
the incoming beam, as described above.

) (GeV)-p(e
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

210

310

410

510

 0.00005± = 3.994 µ
 0.00008± = 0.048 σ

FIG. 37: The longitudinal momentum reconstructed by the tagging tracker for a sample of 4 GeV beam
electrons. Excellent momentum resolution allows tight selection against any off-energy component of the
beam.

In summary, the design of the tagging tracker appears robust enough to provide unambiguous
tagging of incoming electrons with the nominal beam energy for Phase I of LDMX. Further study
will be required to find the beam intensity limits for any future upgrade.

2. Recoil Tracker Performance

The recoil tracker must have a large acceptance for recoiling electrons characteristic of signal
events with good resolution for transverse momentum and impact position at the target, both of
which are critical for unambiguously associating those recoils with incoming electrons identified
by the tagging tracker. While good reconstruction efficiency for signal recoils is important, it is
even more important to have good efficiency for charged tracks over the largest possible acceptance

tagging tracker 
• in 1.5T dipole field 
• measure incoming electron 

• momentum filter 
• impact point on target

recoil tracker 
• in fringe field 
• measure recoil electron

target 
• ~0.1 - 0.3 X0 tungsten 
• balance signal rate & momentum smearing
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Electromagnetic Calorimeter

8

Oct. 11, 2017David Hitlin                              Brookhaven Forum Oct. 11, 2017 17

Electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter is a Si-W sampling device
• Fast, dense and radiation hard
• 40 X0 deep for shower containment
• High granularity, to exploit transverse & longitudinal 

shower shapes to reject background events
• Can provide fast trigger 

The ECAL is based on technology currently being developed 
for the CMS upgrade, which is readiliy adaptable to LDMX 

High granularity enables 
muon/electron discrimination, 
which is important to reject 
γ→ µµ background

ECal 
• draw on design of CMS forward SiW calorimeter upgrade 

• 32 layers with 7 modules each, 40 X0 
• fast, radiation hard, dense 
• high granularity (MIP ‘tracking’) 

• potentially increase granularity in central module
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2. Transverse shower distributions: In photonuclear interactions, the photon is found to also
have a much wider transverse profile than the recoil electron. The separation of the photon
and recoil electron from the magnetic field also contributes to the wider transverse profile
of photonuclear events. The variables listed below characterize the broad transverse profile
of photonuclear events.

• Transverse RMS: a two dimensional, energy weighted RMS centered on the shower
centroid. The shower centroid is defined as the energy weighted average x,y position
of all hits in an event.

• X and Y standard deviations: the energy weighted standard deviations for the x and
y positions of all hits in an event. As before, the x and y positions of each hit are
individually weighted by the energy of the hit.

The BDT is trained against photonuclear events; the signal sample used for training corresponds
to a mixture of events simulated with four different mediator masses (0.001 GeV, 0.01 GeV, 0.1
GeV, and 1 GeV). Figure 51 shows the distribution of the BDT discriminator value for signal
and background events after requiring that they pass the trigger and have a recoil electron that is
within the ECal. The ROC curves showing the signal efficiencies for different mediator masses
as a function of the background efficiency corresponding to different BDT thresholds are plotted
in Fig. 52. A BDT threshold of 0.94 corresponds to a rejection of 96% of photonuclear events in
the fiducial sample, for signal efficiencies ranging between 65 and ⇠ 80%. By applying a more
stringent BDT cut, we can achieve background efficiencies at the percent level, while still retaining
reasonably high signal efficiencies.

BDT discriminator value
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

A
.U
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FIG. 51: Distributions of the ECal BDT discriminator value for signal and photonuclear events passing the
trigger in which the recoil electron is within the ECal fiducial region. All distributions are normalized to
unit area. (This plot needs to be fixed.)

LDMX Preliminary
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Hadronic Calorimeter

9

HCal 
• need highly efficient veto for low- and high-energy 

neutrons 
• plastic scintillator with steel absorber 
• surround ECal as much as possible (back and side)

34

FIG. 21: A possible realization of the hadronic veto (HCal) system. Dark areas represent the steel plate
radiators and white areas represent the extruded plastic scintillator bars. The Side HCal, which surrounds
the ECAL, is also shown.

Based on our studies of the backgrounds from hadronic processes, the hadronic veto system
must identify neutral hadrons in the energy range from approximately 100 MeV to several GeV
with high efficiency. The most problematic events typically contain either a single very high energy
neutral hadron, or multiple lower energy neutral hadrons. The required efficiency for lower energy
neutrons can be achieved with sampling thickness of the absorber plates in the range of 10% to
30% of a strong interaction length. To identify single high energy forward-going neutrons, a depth
of approximately 16 nuclear interaction lengths (�A) of the primary steel radiator is required, in
order to reduce the probability for a neutron to escape without interacting to the required negligible
level.
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FIG. 22: Photograph of the end of a 20mm
⇥ 50mm extruded polystyrene bar, coextruded
with a TiO2 diffuse reflecting layer and contain-
ing a single hole for a wavelength-shifting fiber.

FIG. 23: Detail of the front corner of the HCal,
showing the 20mm ⇥ 50mm bars, each contain-
ing a single wavelength-shifting fiber.

for independent monitoring and calibration of each 50 mm bar. In the event of a SiPM failure,
the Counter Mother Boards, which hold the four SiPMs for each quad-bar, can be replaced by
removing two mounting screws. The four SiPM signals are transmitted to a Front End Board
(FEB) on four shielded twisted pairs via an HDMI-2 cable.

A Front End Board (FEB) services 16 CMBs, digitizing a total of 64 SiPM signals. The Read-
out Controller (ROC) chassis, which receives the signals from 24 FEBs, also provides the 48 volt
bias to the SiPMs and the power to the FEBs, all over a CAT 6 cable. The readout of the bars in the
Side HCal is similar to that described for the Main HCal. As the energy of wide angle hadronic
showers is lower, the sampling is reduced to 12.5mm steel and the scintillator bar thickness is also
reduced to 15 mm. This necessitates designing a reduced thickness version of the CMB. The rest
of the FEB to ROC readout chain is unchanged.

The second readout system is based on the CMS hadronic calorimeter system. In contrast to
the Mu2e system, the CMS readout electronics system is a fiber plant scheme where fibers are
taken from the scintillator to a centralized SiPM location called a readout box (RBX). The RBX
is described in more detail below. Signals from wavelength-shifting fibers in the scintillating bars
are transported to the RBX via clear fiber cables. The CMS system can optically gang up to 6 clear
fibers onto a single large area SiPM thus reducing the channel count and effective segmentation.
The light transmission efficiency of the wavelength-shifting fiber-to-clear fiber combination is
approximately 75%.

The clear fibers transport the signal from the scintillating fibers to a readout module (RM). An
RM consists of an optical decoder unit (ODU) which organizes the clear fibers for ganging and is
installed directly onto the SiPM mounting unit. There are 64 SiPMs in a single RM. The SiPM
signals are then sent to the QIE board which includes a QIE11 digitizer ASIC that digitizes the
SiPM signal, which is then sent to the backend electronics via the CERN VTTX transceiver. Four
RMs are contained in one RBX. A schematic of the front-end electronics readout chain is given in
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FIG. 51: Top: Single neutron veto inefficiency as a function of the sampling fraction for (left) 500 MeV
and (right) 2 GeV incident neutrons. Bottom: Single neutron veto inefficiency as a function of the incident
neutron energy for (left) 10 mm and (right) 50 mm absorber thickness.
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LDMX Preliminary LDMX Preliminarypreliminary simulation 
studies show potential to 
get close to 0 background in 
phase 1, while retaining 
decent energy resolution
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Projected Sensitivity
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LDMX can explore a lot of new 
parameter space 

sensitive to various thermal targets 
already with phase 1 

ultimately potential to probe all 
thermal targets up to O(100) GeV 

timescale: few years
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FIG. 76: The blue line is the sensitivity of the “Phase I” LDMX discussed throughout this whitepaper,
conservatively assuming 0.5 background events. A scaling estimate of the sensitivity of the scenario de-
noted by the “*” line in Table XIV is illustrated by the red line. We have again assumed low background,
which is consistent with the expected reductions (relative to our 4 GeV study) in both the yield of potential
background, and improved rejection power at higher energies.
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Further Potential

11

also sensitive to  
• DM with quasi-thermal origin (asymmetric, SIMP/ELDER scenarios) 
• new invisibly decaying mediators in general (A’ one example) 
• displaced vertex signatures (e.g. co-annihilation, SIMP) 
• milli-charged particles 

in addition: measurement of photo- and electro-nuclear processes (for 
neutrino experiments) 
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FIG. 83: Sensitivity to millicharge fermion particles with charge Q�/e vs mass. Production in LDMX oc-
curs through an off-shell photon. Grey regions are existing constraints. The green shaded region represents
parameter space where a millicharged dark matter subcomponent can accommodate the 21 cm absorption
anomaly reported by the EDGES collaboration [64–67]. The blue line is the sensitivity of the “Phase I”
LDMX run with 4 GeV beam energy and 4 ⇥ 1014 EOT. A scaling estimate of the sensitivity of the ex-
tended run scenario highlighted in Table XIV is illustrated by the red line.
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FIG. 82: Sensitivity to invisibly decaying dark photons (top) and B-L gauge bosons (bottom). The blue
line is the sensitivity of the “Phase I” LDMX run with 4 GeV beam energy and 4 ⇥ 1014 EOT. A scaling
estimate of the sensitivity of the extended run scenario highlighted in Table XIV is illustrated by the red
line.

down (greater sensitivity) and to the left (lower masses). The effective cross-section sensitivity is
model-dependent — for elastic scalar dark matter, LDMX sensitivity maps to higher cross-sections
than those shown in the plot, while for inelastic models (scalar or fermion) LDMX sensitivity maps
to lower cross-sections.
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A special beam…
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triggered idea of having a new Linac into SPS@CERN,  
quickly became active field of study

A primary electron beam facility at CERN

T. Åkesson
1
, Y. Dutheil

2
, L. Evans

2
, A. Grudiev

2
, S. Stapnes

2

On behalf of PBC-acc-e-beams⇤ working group

1
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

2
Lund University, Lund, Sweden

Tuesday 29
th

May, 2018

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the electron beam facility at CERN with the proposed beam cycles.

This document describes the concept of a primary electron beam facility at CERN, to be used for searching dark gauge
forces and light dark matter. The electron beam is produced through three stages: A Linac accelerates electrons from a
photo-cathode to 3.5GeV. This beam is injected into the Super Proton Synchrotron, SPS, and accelerated at up to 16GeV.
Finally, the accelerated beam is slowly extracted to an experiment, followed by a fast dump of the remaining electrons to
another beamline. The beam requirements are optimized using the requirements of the Light Dark Matter eXperiment,
LDMX [1], as benchmark

Electron acceleration and extraction

Electrons are produced and accelerated to 3.5GeV using a high-gradient Linac that employs the technologies devel-
oped by the Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) [2] research program.

A 0.1GeV S-band photo-injector produces the electron beam. Most relevant here is the laser allowing a wide range
of beam time-structure to be produced. Following the source is a 3.4GeV X-Band high-gradient Linac which technology
was developed by the CLIC research program. The design uses fixed cells 5.3m long capable of accelerating 200 ns trains
by 264MeV. Each cell makes use of a klystron, modulator and pulse compressor feeding power to 8 copper accelerating
structures.

Table 1 summarizes the beam and Linac parameters proposed. Both beam parameters and Linac elements are the product
of the CLIC research program and were experimentally proven feasible. Although highly technical this method to accelerate
electrons to 3.5GeV does not represent a technical risk as all elements exist commercially or can be ordered.

⇤PBC-acc-e-beams@cern.ch

1

requirements for an experiment like LDMX 
• multi-GeV (ideally ~15 GeV) 
• low current (resolve individual particles) 
• large beam spot (separation of particles) 
• high repetition rate (high integrated number of EoT)

flexible parameters:  
• energy: 3.5 - 16 GeV  
• electrons per bunch:  1 - 40 
• bunch spacing: multiples of 5 ns 
• adjustable beam size

• 3.5 GeV Linac as injector to SPS 
• large number of electrons can be 

filled within 2s 
• slow extraction over 10s 
• can run in parallel with other SPS 

programme

arxiv:1805.12379

https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.12379
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Summary

13

• light, thermal relic Dark Matter well motivated 

• fixed-target, missing-momentum approach provides unprecedented sensitivity 

• LDMX the only such experiment on the horizon 

• start of data-taking in early 2020s 

• potential to probe thermal targets in MeV - GeV range  

• complements direct detection 

• more generally, sensitive to broad range if sub-GeV physics
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Light Dark Matter eXperiment (LDMX)
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We present an initial design study for LDMX, the Light Dark Matter Experiment, a small-
scale accelerator experiment having broad sensitivity to both direct dark matter and mediator
particle production in the sub-GeV mass region. LDMX employs missing momentum and
energy techniques in multi-GeV electro-nuclear fixed-target collisions to explore couplings
to electrons in uncharted regions that extend down to and below levels that are motivated by
direct thermal freeze-out mechanisms. LDMX would also be sensitive to a wide range of
visibly and invisibly decaying dark sector particles, thereby addressing many of the science
drivers highlighted in the 2017 US Cosmic Visions New Ideas in Dark Matter Community
Report. LDMX would achieve the required sensitivity by leveraging existing and developing
detector technologies from the CMS, HPS and Mu2e experiments. In this paper, we present
our initial design concept, detailed GEANT-based studies of detector performance, signal
and background processes, and a preliminary analysis approach. We demonstrate how a
first phase of LDMX could expand sensitivity to a variety of light dark matter, mediator, and
millicharge particles by several orders of magnitude in coupling over the broad sub-GeV
mass range.ar
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Various Future Projections 12

→

FIG. 5: The parameter space for LDM and future experimental projections in the y vs. m� plane plotted
against the thermal relic targets for representative scalar and fermion DM candidates coupled to a dark
photon A0 – see text for a discussion. The red dashed curve represents the ultimate reach of an LDMX-style
missing momentum experiment.

The annihilation cross section for this model is p-wave suppressed, so �v(��⇤
! ff̄) /

v2 and therefore requires a slightly larger coupling to achieve freeze out relative to other
scenarios. This model also yields elastic signatures at direct detection experiments, so it
can be probed with multiple complementary techniques. The thermal target and parameter
space for this model are presented in the lower left panel of Fig. 5.

• Scalar Inelastic Dark Matter: In this scenario, � is a complex scalar particle with U(1)D
breaking mass terms (by analogy to the SU(2)W breaking mass terms of particles in the
Standard Model). Therefore, � couples to A0 inelastically and must transition to a slightly
heavier state in order to scatter through the current

Jµ
D = i(�⇤

1@
µ�2 � �⇤

2@
µ�1) , (6)

which typically suppresses direct detection signals even for small mass differences between
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Parameter Dependency 14
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FIG. 6: The panels above demonstrate that the ↵D = 0.5 and mA0 = 3m� benchmarks shown in Fig. 5 are
conservative choices; deviations away from these vales largely improve the coverage of missing momentum
style techniques – except near the mA0 ⇡ 2m� resonance (see Fig. 79) Top Left: ↵D is fixed as the
mA0/m� ratio varies relative to the benchmarks in Fig. 5. The sensitivity of accelerators is shown in the ✏2

vs. mA0 plane. Note that the thermal freeze-out curves move to larger values of ✏2 as mA0/m� is increased,
while the accelerator sensitivity does not change. Top Right: ↵D is fixed as the mA0/m� ratio varies
relative to the benchmarks in Fig. 5, but now shown in the y vs. m� plane. Thermal freeze-out curves do
not vary, but the accelerator sensitivity shifts to lower values of y and lower m� as mA0/m� is increased.
Bottom: parameter space in the y vs. m� plane where the solid curves are identical to those shown in
Fig. 5 (with ↵D = 0.5), but the dotted curves show how the constraints and projections vary for the choice
↵D = 10�3. For fixed values of y, a smaller ↵D requires a larger ✏2 (i.e. larger mediator coupling), which
makes that parameter point easier to constrain. Hence, accelerator sensitivity generally improves in the y
vs. m� plane for smaller ↵D. Note that the thermal freeze-out curves in this plane are identical for both
values of ↵D shown here because the thermal abundance scales with y.
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conservative choices; deviations away from these vales largely improve the coverage of missing momentum
style techniques – except near the mA0 ⇡ 2m� resonance (see Fig. 79) Top Left: ↵D is fixed as the
mA0/m� ratio varies relative to the benchmarks in Fig. 5. The sensitivity of accelerators is shown in the ✏2

vs. mA0 plane. Note that the thermal freeze-out curves move to larger values of ✏2 as mA0/m� is increased,
while the accelerator sensitivity does not change. Top Right: ↵D is fixed as the mA0/m� ratio varies
relative to the benchmarks in Fig. 5, but now shown in the y vs. m� plane. Thermal freeze-out curves do
not vary, but the accelerator sensitivity shifts to lower values of y and lower m� as mA0/m� is increased.
Bottom: parameter space in the y vs. m� plane where the solid curves are identical to those shown in
Fig. 5 (with ↵D = 0.5), but the dotted curves show how the constraints and projections vary for the choice
↵D = 10�3. For fixed values of y, a smaller ↵D requires a larger ✏2 (i.e. larger mediator coupling), which
makes that parameter point easier to constrain. Hence, accelerator sensitivity generally improves in the y
vs. m� plane for smaller ↵D. Note that the thermal freeze-out curves in this plane are identical for both
values of ↵D shown here because the thermal abundance scales with y.
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Impact of Backgrounds 93
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FIG. 74: Projected sensitivity in the y vs. m� plane for a 4 ⇥ 1014 EOT 4 GeV beam energy LDMX run
(solid blue curve), for the case of on-shell mediator production and decay into dark matter. Thermal relic
targets are shown as black lines. Grey regions are (model-dependent) constraints from beam dump experi-
ments and BABAR. The dashed and dotted curves illustrate the robustness of this search to any unexpected
photo-nuclear backgrounds at the 10-event level. In this case, a mass-dependent optimized pT cut can be
used to reduce the background level, recovering nearly the same sensitivity at high dark matter masses. The
dotted line further assumes, pessimistically, that such background can only be normalized to within a 50%
systematic uncertainty using veto sidebands as control regions.
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Direct Detection 

19

Direct detection: nuclear recoil due to WIMP scattering 
• sensitivity drops quickly below few GeV 

Many new ideas in recent years to get to lower masses 
• needs lower energy threshold 

• examples: 
• electron-DM scattering  
• semiconductors 

1310.8327

Direct Detection Landscape

The WIMP program is active, important, and exciting!
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Why not just direct detection?

20

direct detection:  

strong spin/velocity dependency

Asymmetric Fermion

Elastic Scalar

Inelastic Scalar Hsmall splittingL

Majorana Fermion

Pseudo-Dirac Fermion
Hsmall splittingL

1 10 102 103
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Thermal and Asymmetric Targets for DM-e Scattering

FIG. 17: Direct annihilation thermal freeze-out targets and asymmetric DM target for (left)
non-relativistic e-DM scattering probed by direct-detection experiments and (right) relativistic
accelerator-based probes. The thermal targets include scalar, Majorana, inelastic, and pseudo-
dirac DM annihilating through the vector portal. Current constraints are displayed as shaded ar-
eas. Both panels assume mMED = 3mDM and the dark fine structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ = 0.5.
These choices correspond to a conservative presentation of the parameter space for accelerator-
based experiments (see section VIG).

dump experiments, the mediator can be emitted by the incoming proton, or if kine-
matically allowed, from rare SM meson decays, while detection could proceed through
DM-nucleon scattering. Thus, proton beam-dump experiments are uniquely sensitive
to the coupling to quarks. On the other hand, leptonic couplings can be studied in
electron beam-dump and fixed target experiments, where the mediator is radiated o↵
the incoming electron beam. The DM is identified through its scattering o↵ electrons
at a downstream detector, or its presence is inferred as missing energy/momentum.

C. Experimental approaches and future opportunities

The light DM paradigm has motivated extensive developments during the last few years,
based on a combination of theoretical and proposed experimental work. As a broad orga-
nizing principle, these approaches can be grouped into the following generic categories:

• Missing mass: The DM is produced in exclusive reactions, such as e+e� ! �(A0
!

��̄) or e�p ! e�p(A0
! ��̄), and identified as a narrow resonance over a smooth

background in the recoil mass distribution. This approach requires a well-known initial
state and the reconstruction of all particles besides the DM. A large background usually
arises from reactions in which particle(s) escape undetected, and detectors with good
hermeticity are needed to limit their impact.

70

[MeV]

[c
m

-2
]

Oct. 11, 2017David Hitlin                              Brookhaven Forum Oct. 11, 2017 4

Current constraints

• Some assumptions are needed to plot constraints from 
missing mass/momentum/energy experiments

• We choose very conservative parameters: αD = 0.5 and mA/mχ = 3.
• These parameters lead to weak(est) constraints

For smaller values of αD or larger mass ratio, the constraints are weaker, while the 
targets are invariant.

at accelerators: relativistic production 

—> spin/velocity dependency reduced 

all thermal targets in reach!
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Signatures
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Figure 1: Classification of dominant DM annihilation and mediator decay channels
in the benchmark dark photon (A0) mediated scenario for di↵erent mA0/m� ratios
were f is a charged SM fermion – similar categorizations exist for other mediators.
Also, the same classification holds for Majorana-DM, with the substitution (�, �̄) !

(�1, �2). (a) In the left column, the mediator is lighter than the DM, so for ✏e ⌧

gD the dominant annihilation is in the “secluded” channel, which is independent of
the mediator coupling to the SM. This scenario has no direct thermal target; every
arbitrarily small values of ✏ are compatible with a thermal annihilation rate. (b) The
middle column represents the m� < mA0 < 2m� window in which the annihilation
rate is sensitive to ✏ but the mediator decays visibly. This regime has a predictive
thermal relic target, which can be tested by probing su�ciently small values of ✏ in
searches for visibly decaying dark photos (e.g. HPS, APEX, Belle II). (c) The right
column where mA0 > 2m� o↵ers ample parameter space with a predictive thermal
target and features mediators that decay invisibly to DM states. Since �v / ✏

2
↵D

this scenario has a thermal target which can be probed by testing su�ciently small
values of this combination at BDX, whose signal yield scales as the same combination
of input parameters.

2.1 Important Variations

2.1.1 Inelastic Dark Matter (iDM)

If the A
0 couples to a DM fermion with both Dirac and Majorana masses, the leading

interaction is generically o↵-diagonal and

A
0
µ
J
µ

DM
! A

0
µ
�̄1�

µ
�2 , (6)

where the usual Dirac fermion � decomposes into two Majorana (“pseudo-Dirac”)
states �1,2 with masses m1,2 split by an amount �. This kind of scenario is well moti-

12

secluded direct annihilation

invisiblevisible

prompt decay (resonance feature)
long-lived (displaced decay)

missing…  
    … mass 
    … energy 
    … momentum
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Backgrounds
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Introduction Experimental setup Background Experiment reach Conclusions

A fixed target LDM experiment

Beam Dump eXperiment: LDM direct detection in a e≠ beam, fixed-target setup1

‰ production
• High-energy, high-intensity e≠ beam impinging on a

dump
• ‰ particles pair-produced radiatively, trough AÕ emission

(both on-shell or o�-shell).

‰ detection
• Detector placed behind the dump, O(10m)
• Neutral-current ‰ scattering trough AÕ exchange,recoil

releasing visible energy
• Di�erent signals depending on the interaction (e≠

elastic, p quasi-elastic,. . . )

Number of events scales as (on-shell): N Ã –DÁ4

m4
A

1For a comprehensive introduction: E. Izaguirre et al, Phys. Rev. D 88, 114015
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